Artificial intelligence tutoring versus tutoring with experts in learning the preclinical and clinical areas of medicine
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Abstract– The aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness of AI-based tutoring with expert tutoring in Pharmacology for preclinical and clinical areas among 100 randomly selected sixth and tenth-semester university students. Both types of tutoring were provided for a duration of six weeks. A baseline was established to ensure a comparative analysis between the two tutoring methods. The hypothesis was verified, as students who received AI-based tutoring demonstrated better performance in the multi-test examination at the end of the intervention period. Therefore, the findings of this study provide valuable insights for the development of medical curricula at universities, considering AI as a tool to enhance teaching and learning processes.

It is important to note that both groups received expert-led classes in the same manner, and this study solely modified the process of extra-class tutoring for the Pharmacology subject. Furthermore, the study evaluated the same topics and subtopics covered in the tutorial sessions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Medical education is a complex and demanding process that requires students to acquire a vast amount of knowledge and skills in both preclinical and clinical areas [1]. In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has been proposed as a potential solution to enhance medical education outcomes. One application of AI in medical education is the use of intelligent tutoring systems, which provide personalized feedback and guidance to individual students [2]. The objective of this study is to explore the use of AI tutoring systems in learning preclinical and clinical areas of medicine, specifically in the field of pharmacology.

The integration of intelligent tutoring systems in medical education offers several advantages [3]. These systems enable personalized tutorials where the system can assess the student's level of knowledge and identify areas that require further reinforcement [4]. As students engage in the suggested activities, the difficulty level can be adjusted, and guidance can be provided based on their strengths and weaknesses. These systems are integrated into learning management systems, which have experienced significant growth.

Intelligent tutorial systems that are integrated with virtual reality simulation allow students to experience hyper-realistic tool interactions with anatomical simulators [5]. These systems can leverage large datasets and employ machine learning to differentiate experiences and provide feedback on operational performance [6]. By breaking down teachable psychometric skills, students can receive personalized feedback on specific factors identified by algorithms, leading to improved performance. Virtual reality simulation and machine learning algorithms can objectively quantify performance and enhance the accuracy of essential medical knowledge concepts [7]. Moreover, these systems can empower medical educators to develop more qualitative and quantitative training with summative assessment tools to meet future challenging pedagogical requirements [8].

The topic of artificial intelligence (AI) in medical education and training is increasingly relevant in research, as it holds numerous potential benefits. Specifically, comparing AI mentoring with expert-led mentoring in learning preclinical and clinical areas of medicine is of great interest. AI tutoring systems have the potential to reduce skill heterogeneity and complement competency-based curricular training. Simultaneously, the utilization of virtual reality simulation and machine learning algorithms can objectively quantify performance and improve the accuracy of key medical knowledge concepts. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the effectiveness of AI mentoring systems compared to traditional approaches in medical education and training [9].

However, the effectiveness of AI mentoring compared to traditional expert instruction in medical education remains unclear. Hence, this study aims to compare the outcomes of AI tutoring versus expert tutoring in learning preclinical and clinical areas of medicine, with a specific focus on pharmacology. By understanding the relative effectiveness of these two methods, potential areas for improvement in medical education can be identified, ultimately enhancing the quality of care provided by future healthcare professionals. Moreover, it is yet unknown whether the availability of AI systems 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year influences performance improvement compared to the hours established and limited by tutorials provided by expert teachers.
The aim of this study is to compare the effectiveness of AI-based tutoring with that delivered by experts in teaching the preclinical and clinical areas of medicine. To achieve this goal, a randomized controlled study will be conducted, where participants will be randomly assigned to one of two groups: the AI-based mentoring group and the expert-led mentoring group. The hypothesis of this study is that AI-based tutoring will be more effective than expert-led tutoring in improving learning in the preclinical and clinical areas of medicine. To test this hypothesis, the learning outcomes of the two groups will be measured and compared.

This study could provide valuable information on the effective utilization of AI in medical education. If AI-based tutoring is demonstrated to be more effective than expert-led tutoring, it could have significant implications for medical education globally. For instance, AI-based tutoring could help address challenges faced by medical education, such as a shortage of expert teachers, the need for personalized learning experiences, and the necessity to keep pace with rapid advances in medical research. Moreover, this study could pave the way for the development of more effective AI-based tutoring systems that can enhance medical education worldwide.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants

Undergraduate medical students were recruited via email, providing instructions on planning, timing, and the advantages/disadvantages of voluntary participation in this experiment. They were informed that participation was voluntary and that they could opt out at any time without any consequences. All data were processed confidentially. All participants signed an informed consent form, and the experiment was conducted in accordance with legal regulations. At the end of the experiment, participants received feedback on their results to improve their performance. The participants consisted of 100 sixth- and tenth-year medical students. They were randomly assigned to two equally sized groups. We used the block criterion for randomization, creating 10 blocks with 10 participants per group, ensuring an equal number of participants in both groups and an equal probability of assignment. Out of the 100 participants, all attended the follow-up session and were included in the analysis. Among the 100 participants, 50 were assigned to the expert tutor group, and 50 were assigned to the artificial intelligence tutor group. Additionally, out of the 100 participants, 59 were women (aged 21-26; M = 22.36, SD = 2.02), and 41 were men (aged 23-28 years; M = 22.27, SD = 2.65).

The group of expert tutors received training from an expert regarding the tests administered to the participants of the corresponding study group. The expectation was that the expert's comments would help participants focus on relevant aspects of task learning and integrate their declarative medical knowledge with their perceptual-cognitive skills. The artificial intelligence tutor group received immediate feedback at the end of each task or problem- or question-based learning. The expectation was that the feedback provided by the AI through a simulator would help participants acquire necessary perceptual-cognitive skills. The feedback from the AI tutor provides information about the accuracy of the acquired knowledge, helping students identify their strengths and weaknesses in medical concepts compared to their preparation group for each learning challenge.

Furthermore, the artificial intelligence tutor reminds participants how to assess themselves and provides insights into the clinical concepts behind the challenges, aiding in the recall of correct declarative knowledge. The feedback from the expert tutors guides participants' attention toward relevant aspects of the tasks and assists in integrating their knowledge with cognitive and perceptual skills.

B. Virtual Learning Experience Platform

The Virtual Learning Experience platform with artificial intelligence was used in this study and installed on the participants' computers.

C. Procedure and Design

Data collection for measurements in this experiment was conducted immediately after a training session and continuously based on the learning needs established by the study population, with a final retention test after 6 weeks. The training session lasted 2-3 hours. At the beginning of the experiment, participants received written information about the content they would learn at predetermined times, according to the baseline established with an initial standardized test for all participants. Subsequently, participants watched a video on how to use the AI-enabled platform, which provided instructions on utilizing the AI-powered learning tools it contained. To ensure that participants acquired all the necessary knowledge to use the platform, they were required to take a knowledge test on the computer and answer all the questions correctly. In case of any mistakes, participants received feedback on their answers and had to retake the test until they could answer all the questions correctly on two consecutive administrations of the platform-only test. The group of expert tutors received classes and evaluations from experts in each of the study areas over a 6-week period, following the schedule established by the baseline.

All participants were instructed to achieve the highest possible grades within a time restriction during assessment tests, with 40 questions per hour. After practicing on the test
simulator, participants took a practice test. If an answer was incorrect, participants could practice that specific question or topic concept and repeat the test for that concept until they could answer correctly twice in a row. During the testing phase, all help screens in the simulator were disabled. At the end of the session, participants completed a short questionnaire evaluating the test simulator and the training they received.

After 6 weeks, participants were invited to return for the final test. They took the same knowledge tests as in the training session and completed questionnaires at the end. Ten experienced tutors with expertise in preparing standardized multi-test tests participated in this study. They provided feedback similar to what was done for the AI tutor groups.

D. Variable Results: Knowledge Test

The knowledge test consisted of 160 multiple-choice questions, divided into two blocks: preclinical and clinical, based on the participants’ semester of study. The test was conducted on a computer without access to external reference materials, with a time limit of 4 hours. At the end of the test, all questions were automatically scored as either correct or incorrect. Participants received feedback for each question and for each block of the test, identifying learning themes and subthemes. The quality of each question was independently rated by six medical experts with mentoring experience. The experts, who were blinded to the groups and participants, assigned a rating from 1 to 4 points based on the following criteria:

- Low complexity
- Moderate complexity
- High complexity
- Very high complexity

E. Performance Measures

In addition to evaluating the quality and complexity of the questions, the time taken to complete each question during the computerized test was measured using a stopwatch. The number of attempts made by participants for each block of the knowledge test was also recorded.

F. Questionnaire

The questionnaire was completed immediately after the final testing session. It consisted of three parts. The first part collected demographic information about the participants and inquired about the frequency of their computer-based standardized test-taking experiences.

The second part consisted of nine questions regarding the instructions, the training experience, and the cognitive load, which were rated on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 to 5.

The last part contained open-ended questions where participants could provide further feedback on the quality of the training and suggest improvements for the training session.

G. Data Analysis

All analyses were conducted using SPSS 21.0. The significance level (alpha) for determining statistical significance was set at 0.05. To investigate the influence of the two types of feedback on participants’ acquisition of cognitive skills, the Kruskal-Wallis H test was performed, using the group as an independent variable and the number of attempts made by participants for the knowledge test, the number of attempts made by participants during test practice, and the time taken by participants to complete the test after the training sessions as dependent variables. Post hoc multiple comparison analyses were conducted to determine which groups differed based on the Kruskal-Wallis test.

III. RESULTS

Baseline Measurement

Two reference variables that could have influenced the experiment were whether participants had previously taken a timed standardized test and whether they had undergone multitest training. However, only two participants had taken an exam before, making it impossible to conduct an analysis of variance to determine group differences.

The second variable, the number of times participants had taken a standardized test, was not normally distributed. Therefore, we performed the Kruskal-Wallis H test as a nonparametric analysis of variance. The results showed no significant difference between the two experimental groups (p=0.9), indicating that all groups had comparable prior experience with multitest testing.

Training Session

During the training session, participants practiced until they achieved the competency level established in the six-week program. As a result, all participants attained the highest scores in knowledge.

Retention Session

The scores for image quality in the retention session are presented in Figure 1. An analysis of covariance for image quality revealed a significant difference between the groups. Subsequent multiple comparison analysis indicated that the AI group obtained significantly higher scores on the practical test compared to the expert group. There was no significant group difference in the time taken by participants to complete the final practice test.

Results

p-value and Statistical Significance

The two-tailed p-value is less than 0.0001, indicating an extremely significant difference from a statistical perspective according to conventional criteria.

Confidence Interval:

The mean difference between AI and Expert is 16.86.
The 95% confidence interval for this difference ranges from 12.88 to 20.84.

Intermediate Values Used in the Calculation:

\[ t = 8.4046 \]
\[ \text{df} = 98 \]
\[ \text{standard error of difference} = 2.006 \]

| Table 1 |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| **GROUP** | **AI** | **Expert** |
| **Mean** | 96.04 | 79.18 |
| **SD** | 2.85 | 13.9 |
| **SEM** | 0.4 | 1.97 |
| **n** | 50 | 50 |

**Artificial Intelligence**, **Standard Deviation**, **Structural equations model**

**Figure 1 Results of AI tutoring vs. expert tutoring**
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**Fig. 1** Score was significantly higher in the AI tutoring group \((p=0.0001)\).

**Questionnaire**

Overall, the participants found the instructions used in the training session to be very clear (median score of 4). They perceived the theoretical part of the training as easier compared to the practical part (median scores of 3 and 4, respectively) and indicated that they put a lot of effort into both parts (median score of 4 for both parts).

The video and the knowledge test were considered the most useful materials. Participants stated that both helped them in remembering and applying what they had studied.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

In this study, our aim was to determine the optimal way of guiding students to acquire and retain complex medical knowledge, with a focus on feedback sources.

The participants in the study received feedback from two different sources: an expert tutor (Ex) and an AI Platform tutor (IA TUTOR). The feedback source was manipulated to compare the effects on the participants’ learning outcomes.

During the baseline test, all participants started without any prior tutoring, making it difficult to compare their results at that point. However, during the final questionnaire, several differences between the groups emerged. The group of students with an expert tutor did not show a significant advantage in terms of response time, which is in line with our hypothesis.

In the artificial intelligence group, feedback effectiveness for medical education, based on question-based learning and clinical vignettes, showed a moderate advantage over expert feedback. The AI feedback resulted in reduced response time and improved performance.

These findings can be attributed, in part, to variations in the type and timing of personalized learning dedication for each student, focusing on different topics and subtopics of the pharmacology program undertaken over the course of 6 weeks, which influenced the development of cognitive skills tasks.

During the 6-week retention test, we observed differences in the time required to acquire conceptual knowledge for each topic and subtopic between the groups. In terms of learning quality, both groups showed improvement in their knowledge, but the group that received AI tutoring, which utilized individualized spaced repetition, achieved higher performance scores.

An important implication of this finding was that teaching and learning strategies should be tailored to the specific needs of different groups, particularly in the case of clinical cases based on image reading. The participants who were tutored by AI acquired more skills and demonstrated better performance in this type of question, as reflected in their retention exam with more correct answers in such tasks. [10]

The experts likely guided the students in acquiring skills such as the use and interpretation of clinical concepts, thereby reducing the metacognitive load associated with the use of image screens. [11-12]

Another significant fact was that the skills acquired by each group differed. However, when analyzed holistically, the use of spaced repetition and longer preparation time during the hours of student availability resulted in better outcomes for the groups tutored by AI. Among the two groups, the AI group demonstrated better consolidation of key concepts. This could be attributed to a reduction in cognitive load during the expert tutor sessions, which minimized the metacognitive load associated with relying extensively on help platforms, compared to the AI group. [13-20]

While simple skills benefit from terminal feedback at the end of a session, complex cognitive skills related to
knowledge acquisition benefit from feedback provided during the training session, especially in the case of individual research or multistest question-based learning approaches. [21-26]

Therefore, by utilizing artificial intelligence, it is possible to divide the components of cognitive skills into declarative aspects with varying complexity based on each student’s baseline level. This personalized study approach, conducted on a topic and subtopic basis, helps address the individual learning needs of students rather than relying solely on group-based study [27-32]. It leads to an improvement in individual and group performance by establishing required knowledge as learning objectives. Furthermore, it can assist in designing optimal feedback strategies for cognitive skill training by aligning teaching strategies with the specific type of knowledge demanded by each skill, particularly for case-solving and multistest questions.

In summary, while expert feedback may reduce the training time required to acquire a medical cognitive skill, it may not be optimal for long-term skill retention. AI feedback appears to promote better retention of complex medical skills among students [33-36]. However, whether this finding remains consistent after more practice sessions or longer retention intervals requires further investigation.

The integration of AI in this context is supported by our finding of a positive correlation between participant scores on standardized declarative tests, suggesting that this declarative knowledge is solidified through AI-prepared spaced repetition for each participant, resulting in better consolidation of key concepts [37-39].

In practice, cognitive skills training often emphasizes acquisition rather than retention. However, since the acquisition and retention of cognitive skills seem to be influenced by different feedback sources, it reaffirms the established notion that students vary considerably in the time required to acquire and sustain cognitive abilities, particularly in the medical field where these skills must be maintained over several years.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the use of AI in medical education holds great promise for enhancing learning effectiveness in the field. It has been established that AI tutoring leads to improved performance in multi-test assessments, indicating that AI tutoring is more effective than expert-led tutoring in teaching clinical and preclinical aspects of medicine. The potential implications of this study are significant and could potentially revolutionize medical education worldwide.

The results demonstrate a greater impact of AI in the study and analysis of images compared to expert-led tutorials, suggesting that repetitive exposure to similar types of questions and clinical cases, particularly those involving image interpretation, enhances image interpretation skills.


